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Antifector is a fast-paced FPS that places you as an antivirus inside a Computer which is full of different deadly viruses.
Destroy as many viruses as you can to clean the 5d3b920ae0
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a very fun arcadey FPS! it has 4 modes for you to play on, which aren't like massive gameplayer changers, but they each have
their own unique way of playing it! you gotta always be aware of your surroundings because the enemies spawn all around you
which leads to some very exciting gameplay, and the bossesssss - in Virtual Arena bosses spawn and they're like the real
challenge, it took me 4 tries to beat the first one but there's at least another 1 which i haven't managed to beat yet (also i like
using the sword) there's more to it than just what i mentioned - this game is very fun and i would easily recommend anyone to
give it a try!. a very fun arcadey FPS! it has 4 modes for you to play on, which aren't like massive gameplayer changers, but they
each have their own unique way of playing it! you gotta always be aware of your surroundings because the enemies spawn all
around you which leads to some very exciting gameplay, and the bossesssss - in Virtual Arena bosses spawn and they're like the
real challenge, it took me 4 tries to beat the first one but there's at least another 1 which i haven't managed to beat yet (also i like
using the sword) there's more to it than just what i mentioned - this game is very fun and i would easily recommend anyone to
give it a try!
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